
Program Proposal 
 
 
 
Date:  March  
 
Februay 11, 2020 
 
Name:  Music Department  
 
Position:  Increased Part Time General Music/Strings Teacher (necessitated 
by increased enrollment and retention) 
 

Total Orchestra Enrollment (gr. 4-12) 

2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 

81 100 109 114 

 
Proposal Title:  Music FTE Increase 
 
Goals:  

1. To allow an orchestra lesson rotation that is spread throughout the day to 
minimize how often they are pulled from the same classes especially 
during Encore classes that only meet once every 6 days.  

2. Create a shorter rotation period and potentially smaller lesson groups for 
chorus students in grades 7-12. 

 
Background Information:  All orchestra (gr.4-12), Band (gr. 4-12) and Chorus 
(gr. 7-12) students are assigned to a “small” lesson group. Typically these groups 
consist of 5 or less students and meet either once a week or once every 6-day 
days on a rotating schedule.  The group size allows for level-appropriate 
differentiation; the schedule reduces how often students will be pulled out of 
class during any given subject.  
 
Present Situation:  

● Due to shared staff and WINN scheduling, elementary orchestra students 
have a limited lesson rotation and therefore students tend to miss the 
same classes more often.  

● Middle and high school vocal lesson groups are large and work on a 
10-day rotation.  

● Any student preparing for a NYSSMA solo/ensemble, an All-County 
audition, Area All-State repertoire, or concert music as a part as the 
extracurricular chorus (students who can’t fit chorus in their schedule) 
must schedule a time with their teacher outside of the teacher’s regular 
schedule; this includes prep periods, lunch, or after school. 



 
Objectives:  By increasing the periods available to teach lessons: 

● Students will be assigned to groups based on their prior level of 
knowledge and ability. 

● Students will be pulled out of the same classes less often. 
● Students able to move beyond the scope of the music curriculum will have 

the ability to work on NYSSMA, All-County, and Area All-State music 
within their ensembles lesson schedule.  

 
Proposal Description:  The change is very straightforward and fairly simple. 
Elementary orchestra lessons would be offered throughout the day as opposed 
to a small window of time in the morning. Middle and high school chorus lessons 
would expand to include more groups per day thereby shortening the lesson 
cycle by at least 2 days.  
 
Resources:  The current .2 part-time music teacher position would need to be 
increased to a .6 position to include a string specialist.  In addition to teaching 
one MS general music class per day, this position would include: 

● 3 string lessons/day in the elementary school OR all violin lessons in HS 
● HS music theory or Music in Our Lives (both are currently offered every 

other year) once a day 
 
Advantages:  Elementary orchestra lessons would follow a longer rotation 
throughout day reducing the amount students miss the same classes and 
allowing for better differentiation in each group.  The MS and HS chorus lesson 
rotation can be shortened to increase the frequency of group lessons and 
potentially reducing group size enabling consistency among performing 
ensembles.  
 
Disadvantages:  NONE 
 
Action Needed:    
 
Hire additional personnel to teach string lessons and HS music theory OR 
Music in Our Lives.  
 
If possible, increase personnel to full time enabling: 
 

1)  Courses such as music theory and Music in Our Lives to be offered every 
year instead of every other year.  

2) The elementary band teacher to remain on one school’s schedule as well 
as reducing students per lesson group and increasing teacher-student 
contact time. 

3) Additional courses to be offered including music technology, 
non-traditional ensembles and composition, all of which play an important 
role in the new music standards.  


